How Do I Know?
Sunday, October 8, 2017
Series: Oh, The Places You’ll Go! Except When
You Don’t.
Scripture: Romans 12:1, 2 (pg. 1719)
Theme: How to know the will of God.
True story: I have a friend- I’ll call him Sam - a young
guy, early 30’s with 3 kids, 5th grade to babyhood –
He grew up in Chicago, his wife, in New Jersey
not far from New York City, so they both have always
loved city life.
They currently live in Quarryville, a small town
just outside the city of Lancaster –
Partly because they wanted a small-town
atmosphere to raise their kids; especially the school
system…
Partly because he works for a Christian mission
organization that is headquartered in Lancaster city.
Sam & his wife have always had an empty-nest dream of
moving to NYC to work in some multi-cultural church…
But only once their kids were out of the house.
This past May, he attended a retreat for his work in
Lancaster and one of the speakers was a woman who
spoke about doing church in NYC…
She said she & her husband had had an empty-nest
dream of starting a church in the city but had decided that
the city might be a wonderful place to raise their kids---
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moved into the city w/ kids and have loved it.
My friend, Sam, was of course intrigued and spoke
to her briefly after her session… that was in May.
In August, Sam was sent to NYC for small conference of
maybe 70 leaders of mission organizations like his.
Remember, New York is a city of 8 million people.
Sam was standing on a very busy subway platform
and suddenly noticed that the woman who spoke at the
May retreat was standing right next to him…
He got out his phone… found pics from the
retreat… looked at her picture to confirm it was her and
then said to her, “Excuse, me, this is you, right? You
spoke in Lancaster back in May. I talked w/ you. I’ve
been thinking about your speech ever since.”
She said, “Of course I remember….”
They got on the same train, sat together… chatted
for the next 20 minutes… and then surprisingly, both got
up to get off at the same stop…
“Which way are you going?” she asked?
“To a hotel 2 blocks up for a small conference
meeting.”
“Me, too!” she said… so they ended up spending
the next 3 days talking about what it’s like to live in NY
with kids and do church in the city.
Now Sam’s brain is really in overdrive…
This providential encounter was amazing.
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A week after he returned, Sam got a phone call from an
older friend who is from Honduras but is now a US
citizen and college professor and author…
The two haven’t talked in 4 or 5 years, and after
catching up, his friend said, “Sam, I know this is going to
come out of left field, but you’ll never believe what I’m
doing: We’re moving to NYC to start a church. Now, I
know you’re not going to be prepared to hear this at all,
this will be totally unexpected, but have you ever tho’t
about moving to NYC, ‘cause we would love for you and
your wife to consider joining us.”

So we know – I believe – that Jesus places before all of
us God-planned opportunities.
The problem is… most times our opened doors do
not arrive with amazingly providential encounters on a
New York subway platform with an astonishing followup phone call a week later!
Sometimes they do!
I think all of us have had those moments… those
providential encounters when we go, “Was that just an
amazing coincidence… or something more?”

Now, I am listening to Sam tell me this story, non-stop
for like 40 minutes, at a local 5 Guys on Wednesday…
At this point, he’s leaning forward, his eyes are wide…
He hasn’t taken a single bite out of his burger…
and of course I’m eyeing it up ‘cause I finished mine
long ago… great story, but there’s a burger getting’ cold!
He goes on for another 20 minutes w/ more
providential phone calls, e-mails & personal encounters.
Finally he says, “Bud, Jesus is so clearly opening
the door (Exact phrase he used!) Jesus is so clearly
opening the door, we can’t help but walk through!”
“Jesus is so clearly opening the door….”
And, of course, a Jesus-opened door launched our series
last week - an invitation from Jesus that is addressed to
all of us, I believe… from Revelation 3:8 [SLIDE-keep]
“See, I have placed before you an opened door….”

However… however… most of the time this is not what
we get…
We may want God to put some mystery-stranger
on a subway platform with a message from God directly
for us: “Go this way. This is what God wants you to do,”
but that’s not what we get.
So… how do we know?
I want to take you to two verses, 6 sentences that are jampacked with far more truth from Jesus than we can
possibly cover in one message…
But these 2 verses tell us how we can know…
Romans 12:1, 2; pg. 1719 - READ, SLIDES
=================================
Now just for 10 seconds: Pay attention to that last
sentence: “Then you will know God’s will for you,
which is good, pleasing, and perfect.”
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That is our goal, is it not?
To know God’s will for me…
What is it God wants me to do?
What door is he opening for me?
Whether we’re talking about what school to go
to… should I go back to school and get my degree at 45yrs-old... or some big move… or should I marry this
person… or should I do this big, scary, thing that’s right
here in front of me but it’s huge and I just don’t know…
This is what we’re looking for: “To know what
God wants…”
And the Bible says here, “This is how you know.”

This is a warning about who, or what, shapes our
thinking – our minds.
And the warning is about being shaped by bad
ideas… often bad ideas that look & sound good, but
they’re not… they will not help you… they’re not true
ideas.

So – here’s the how:
The ‘how’ comes when you & I correctly resolve the
tension described in this sentence in v. 2: [SLIDE]
“Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be
transformed by God…”
Now, do you see the tension in that verse that you
& I have to resolve?
Tension between what is called ‘conforming to the
pattern of this world’ and ‘being transformed by God.’
That’s what you & I have to resolve.
So let’s talk about it:
First: “Do not conform to the pattern of this world.”
[OFF] Now – just so you know, this isn’t telling you that
there is no wisdom to be found in this world about
making good decisions… of course there is.

So let me explain this: Those of you who were here at the
start of our service watched a video about ‘social
conformity’ – an astonishing example of how we are
wired, by God, to be social creatures and we conform to
those around us…
This gives us a huge advantage in learning… in
being socialized… in being human.
When you watch how little kids mimic adults &
big brothers & sisters… you start to realize we learn
almost all the tricks of being human through social
conformity… from how to sit at a table--To how to use the potty—
To how to talk—
To how to behave among strangers—
To how to keep house— it’s an endless list…
Almost everything we learn about being human we
learn because of this God-designed gift of social
conformity… we do what we see others doing.
But there’s also a downside to conforming – we saw it on
that video… And those of you who might remember a
guy named Allen Funt – inventor of Candid Camera –
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TV show all the way from the 1940’s into the 1980’s –
Allen Funt made a career out of the downside of
social conformity.

The current pattern of our world is this: If you want to
know what to do with your life, you must find your
passion and do that.
90% of all commencement speakers gave that
advice to graduates last year and probably will again this
May & June… “Find your passion.”
[Now, I just made up “90%” – but this is wisdom
from the world we hear all the time.]
If we’re talking about relationships: Find your
soulmate…
Talking about careers: Find your passion.
Same thing.
And it’s not that this is wrong – there’s actually a
sliver of truth here and we’ll talk about it in a couple
minutes…
It’s not wrong: the problem is it’s misleading.

Ex: What’s the correct way to face when you get in an
elevator?
Toward the door, right?
That’s the rule… kind of logical… makes sense,
face the door.
So Candid Camera did a famous episode where they let
an unsuspecting person or two get in an elevator…
Then every person that got in after him or her
would face the back…
It’s hilarious to watch the turmoil that goes on in the
unsuspecting person until they eventually turn around.
Allen Funt talked about that episode and he said,
“Every single person, w/out exception, could be made to
turn around and face the back… every single person,
w/out exception…”
And that’s the power of social conformity…
And it can be used to our harm… if we let the
world shape our thinking in ways that pull us from God.
And when it comes to our subject – How Do I Know? –
the problem with the world’s pattern of thinking is that it
changes… it’s trendy… it’s not the same from one
generation to the next… and it will mislead you… it will
cause you pain… and let me give you 1 real-life ex:

This ‘find-your-passion,’ or ‘find-your-soulmate’ idea
has us believing that there’s one person out there… or
one career and you have to find that person, that career,
or else you are dooming yourself to a lifetime of
disappointment and depression… settle for 2nd best.
And/Or, it convinces us that we should be deeply,
passionately in love w/ our work…
It should be satisfying… challenging… never
boring… and make us millionaires.
So – truth is… marriage is not finding soulmate.
Do you know what marriage is? Really?
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Yes, it is about joy… about deep & wonderful relational
intimacy… it’s about having a life-partner… etc.

Then when it comes, and it will come, you will inevitably
start to compare your imagined soulmate to what you
actually have… it might be an old high school
girlfriend… a boyfriend you broke up w/…
You will compare her highlight reel with your bloopersYou’ll compare an imagined life with him to the
real life you’re living…
And the two never compare…
And you are inching your way into despair,
depression, and disappointment.

It’s also sharing a bathroom w/ someone who emits odors
that will make you gag.
It’s dirty socks, dirty underwear, and dirty dishes
that you find 3 weeks later on bottom shelf of the coffee
table ‘cause she never carries dishes into the kitchen.
It’s about taking garbage out; hot water heaters;
where’d you put the checkbook; mud on the new carpet.
It’s having someone get mad at you because you
eat too much ice cream in your bowl and you go through
a ½ gallon in 2 nights and you can’t afford that.
It’s hiding how much you spent on the new purse
or the new hunting boots because you’re tired of fighting
about money.
It’s not talking for 3 weeks except for surface stuff
like, “Did you remember to turn the dishwasher on this
morning?” or “Can you pick up dogfood on the way
home?” because you are still mad & pouting that 3
weekends ago you finally got away to a hotel for 1 night
and instead of having the romping good time you were
hoping for… she fell asleep.
It’s incredible, unbearable pain when you get
betrayed, or when you have a fight, or when you find out
you were lied to…
And that’s what happens in a marriage…
And if you think that by finding your soulmate you
can avoid all that…

So, here’s the truth: You do not find a soulmate.
You make one… and it is hard, hard, work can that
takes years, lots of pain & growing, but it is doable.
You do not find your passion… you bring your
God-given passion to whatever task is before you…
Whether it’s grilling hot dogs at Yocco’s or saving
children’s lives in the ER…
You do not find your passion… your bring your
God-given passion to whatever task is before you.
Which is why God’s wisdom is so much better than the
world’s…
The world says, “Find it” and that’s always going
to be inadequate…
But what God says is, “We can make this,
together.”
And that’s what we need… something to be found
in here, not out there - & it’s called, ‘transformation.’
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What God is saying… what he is offering… is to grow
and change you… [SLIDE]
What we read from the Bible… it is transformed
people who know what God wants.

But when junior is 25-years-old…
Do you still want to be picking his clothes… his
friends… what he eats… who he marries?
Now – in case you’re wondering, there is a right
answer there… and although it might pain so of you, you
know what it is.

So let’s talk about what it means to be transformed,
especially when it comes to making choices… to making
decisions…knowing which door Jesus is opening. [OFF]
To get at this… let me tell you a quick little true story…
When I was out in Wyoming a couple weeks ago,
my almost-2-yr-old granddaughter, Macie, was just
entering the stage of wanting to dress herself…
Mom might get her dressed in the morning… but it
wasn’t unusual for Macie to go into her bedroom and pull
a pair of pants out of the drawer & put them on herself…
She might put them on backwards…
She probably is wearing stripes with plaids…
She might pick white after Labor Day…
Her pink pants don’t match her yellow sweater…
But it doesn’t really matter… it’s a new stage;
she’s learning to choose, to decide for herself.
What being a parent means is… early on, you make
almost every decision for your children: What they eat;
who they have playdates w/; what they wear; what toys
are in their cribs; what books they read; what they snack
on while they watch a video you choose.

A parent’s goal is not to always be the decider…
It is to raise a person who becomes a good decider.
The same is true for our Heavenly Father.
His goal is to not always be the decider…
But to grow sons & daughters who become good
deciders…
And this is the goal of transformation.
See: If God’s primary goal was to always get you to
make the right choice…
If his main goal was to get you into the right
college… to get you into the right career… to get you to
meet that one right person he has planned for you…
Then you could probably find a chapter in the
Bible that might say: “And Jesus said, ‘Truly I say to
you, here are the 7 steps for getting into God’s chosen
school for you…” or whatever.
And there’s nothing like that in the Bible.
[2 SLIDES] What the Bible does say, things like, “If
you need wisdom, ask our generous God & he will give it
to you.” (James 1:5)
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[2] “I pray that your love will overflow more and more
and that you will keep on growing in knowledge and
understanding. I want you to understand what really
matters…” Phil. 1:9. 10

But in the same way every parent wants to grow children
who are good deciders…
So does God.

That’s God’s objective for you & I… to grow good
deciders… people who know how to choose well.
His main goal for you & for me --Is not to get us into the right school…
Or to get us married to the right person…
Or to get us into the right job…
It is to grow us into the right person who is wise…
who is a good decider… who knows how to choose.
[OFF]
Now – I know this is a problem for some of us and it’s
even a little bit disappointing…
Because we don’t want to decide…
We don’t like choosing.
There’s a guy named Walter Kaufmann who is a
philosophy professor from Princeton and he coined a new
word: “Decideophobia” – obviously the fear of making
decisions…
And he says that most of us have it.
We want someone else to choose for us…
We want to shift the responsibility to someone else…
We have this fear that there’s a right choice… a
right way… and if I get it wrong, then it’s my fault and I
don’t want that responsibility.

So, he will transform you… that’s his job…
He does the growing… the internal changing.
But – you do have a role to play in this.
The Bible said it this way: “be transformed by God as
you change the way you think…”
Our job is to change our thinking…
To pay attention to what we’re putting into our
minds.
Now: what we’re in the middle of – this series –
necessarily builds one week upon another...
From this week on out… what we will be doing is
learning how to think…
We’ll be practicing changing our thinking…
Next week, for example... talking about how God
guides us…
How do you & I have to learn to think so that we
can pay attention to God’s guidance?
But I do want to give you two questions for you to
ponder this week about how to change your thinking:
1) Where do you get advice? Who gives you counsel?
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Proverb 12:15 – “Fools think their own way is right; but
the wise listen to others.”

So… this week, ponder this question: Where do I get
advice? Who gives me counsel?
This is something, during this series, some of us
are going to have to change…
If we want to know what God wants us to do, then
our thinking must change…
And who we listen to… where we get counsel will
have to change.

I caught a clip from a Dr. Phil show… he had a couple
young boys on stage…
They had decided to put a bullet proof vest on 1
boy and then shoot him to see if the vest worked…
Of course the bullet went through and the boy
nearly died… didn’t, but almost.
As the boys were talking about their decision to do this,
Dr. Phil was sitting there w/ this dumbfounded look on
his face and he finally asked, “At what point did the
group of you think this sounded like a good idea?”
I read a very sobering article… fact, it’s on my Facebook
page…
What’s wrong w/ men that we crack and do things
like shoot into crowds of people from hotel rooms?
Very good… it’s very sad…
And of course the one thing that’s wrong w/ us
men – we do not have good, deep, close friendships.
We’re lonely.
Of course, not every lonely man becomes a mass
murder…
What do we become?
Sad. Depressed. Alone.
We make foolish decisions in our hotel rooms on
business trips…

2nd question to ponder this week: What did you learn
from your last failed decision?
One way we grow… we learn to change our
thinking… is to practice deciding…
To make choices… and fail… and learn… and
then choose again.
My job puts me in a place where I have to make
decisions… I’ve made some wrong ones, sometimes
those decisions hurt other people.
If you’re like me, you have moments where
sometimes your past comes creeping into your life and
you get a little sick to your stomach… you can’t believe
what you did…
You’d give anything to be able to have a re-do.
But you can’t.
This past week, I had a morning like that… I decision
from long ago came back to haunt me…
30+ years ago.
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I didn’t mean it to… I didn’t even know it did…
But it hurt someone deeply…
I wrote about it in my journal… and I wrote, “I really
needed to learn humility. I needed to learn about grace.”
And I did, through very ugly personal failure, several
years later…
And I hated it.
It was several years of doubt, wondering if I could
even still be a pastor…
If God still had any use for me.
On Tuesday, finally, after 30 years, I put 2 and 2 together
& realized for the first time: God did in my life what he
needed to do…
And I never knew.
Now I do… I discovered that even when I choose
the wrong door, Jesus isn’t done w/ me.
Nor is he done w/ you…
So, this week, in preparation for where we’re
going, ponder this: What did you learn from your last
failed decision?

